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Editor’s Comments & Editorial
It has now been 4 months since the
Great Reunion of 2013, the hello’s and
goodbye’s have been said, and life has
returned to normality for most of us. I
am still waiting for promises of life
stories and other articles for this news-
letter to materialize (you know who
you are!!). I won’t hold my breath, but
whilst ear-wigging at the reunion I
came to the conclusion that we all
have a story to tell and an interesting
one at that!! This month’s contributor
is Pete Bolton and a good read it
makes too. Thanks Pete.

We had the privilege of sharing Dick
Horton’s account of his life in the
Philippines in a previous edition of the
newsletter. Unfortunately, he has been

caught up in the recent Typhoon in
that area and whilst his wife, son and
himself are safe their newly built home
has been destroyed; he e-mailed
myself and Malcolm Watts about his
situation. I am sure we all wish them
well and hope they can get their lives
back on track as soon as possible.

I must apologise for the brevity of this
Newsletter; due to family
commitments I have been busy
dashing here and there and have
hardly had time to make any steam
engines let alone put pen to paper, but
I hope to catch up with the next issue.
There’s something to look forward to,
eh???

BGL

Dates for your Diary

Next Committee meetings:
28th June 2014, Four Pillars Hotel, Witney
6th December 2014, Watermead, Aylesbury

2015 Reunion date and place to be detailed

Do you have any suggestions
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PETER BOLTON - AIRFRAME FITTER

15th January 1963, my 16th birthday. I was standing on the platform of
Sittingbourne station (in north Kent) in a snow blizzard, freezing my whatsits off,
waiting for a train to take me to RAF Halton. Next day I and all you others went
through all the hoops and were finally spat out the other side on the first day of our
three year apprenticeship. Doesn’t time fly, here I am now, at the age of sixty five
typing an account of
years past so that I can
tell everyone how well it
went, and hopefully how
well it will go for many
years in the future.

Not much happened over
the next three years,
pretty straight forward
really. One thing I do
remember is sitting in
the workshop one morning and the next minute I was throwing
up violently, I believe over Charlie (did I get you or did I miss).
They dragged me off to hospital and told me I had a bad ear
infection. The bastards kept pouring hot and cold water in my
ears to make it happen again, they didn’t manage it. I must be
cured because I don’t fall off my bike anymore.

Then off to real air forcing. To tell you in a sentence what the next eleven years
gave to me, it was… Three tours, all in the UK, and one week abroad. Let me
elaborate.

My first posting was to Scampton working on Blue Steel, fuelling and de-fuelling, a
bit of maintenance and occasionally some polishing. That went on for five years
until they were all cut up and sold for scrap, my god I was bored and the Warrant
Officer (Mr Churchill) was an absolute bastard. The only highlight was watching a
Vulcan burn to nothing at the end of the runway when an engine blow up and went
straight through the wing tank. All the crew got out and no one was hurt. Oh yes, I
also got married to Brenda and our first daughter was born. Sarah is 43 now, my
god was it that long ago?

Next it was No. 71 Maintenance Unit, RAF Bicester for some three year. The nature
of the work meant that I was hardly ever home during the week. Home late on a
Friday evening and away again late Sunday afternoon. Somehow we managed to
sire another daughter, Emma, I guess she must have been a weekend baby, don’t
believe in divine intervention. Worked on all sorts of things from Chipmunks to
Vulcans, Lightning to Canberra. It was absolutely frightening to see what a trained
pilot could do to an aircraft when he forgot to put the wheels down.
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Here’s a small example. C130 grounded because a 6 inch tear was found in the
loading bay floor. I lifted the floor to find that the main support, an alloy girder
about 30 feet long had also been damaged. Had to cut the girder 3 feet either side
of the damage and replace it with a new piece that had been shipped from the
States. Took me about 8 weeks, just me and Hercules, and an occasional inspector.

Time for a move. Off we go to JATE (Joint Air Transport Establishment) at RAF
Abingdon. All three services in one hanger and one Hercules that turned up twice a
day. The idea was to throw different configurations of kit and people out of the
aircraft and then to document how we did it. My primary task was to set the role
equipment, the rollers in the floor and all the other things that went with it. We
would then load the kit, Land Rovers, Light Tanks, Rapier Missiles and then stick the
Paras on the back, off to Salisbury plain and throw it all out again, what fun?

This is when I spent my WEEK abroad. We were task to pick up the first Jumbo jet
simulator from a company in Toronto, so off we went in a jolly old Belfast. We flew
via Goose Bay to drop off their Christmas stores, it was -33o C when we landed. The
next day we flew down to Toronto, the snow was 6 feet deep, sleep, then start
loading all the bits, six large pieces in all. The main cockpit was only a quarter of an
inch smaller than the hold so we had to cut the corners off. Got it all in then flew
back to the UK via Newfoundland, I have never been so knackered in my life.

Spent a total of eighteen months with JATE then moved across the runway at
Abingdon to Oxford and London University Air Squadron. Helped to run the flight
line, teaching university students how to fly. They should have then taken up a
career in the RAF but most of them buggered off to BOAC and other airlines to earn
much better money.

Then the day I stopped shaving, demob’ day. We moved back to Kent where I
started a job with a company called Blaw Knox, on the banks of the river Medway,
they made road laying equipment. I became instructor number two in their first
year apprentice school. Did this for about three years then got the post of
Engineering Craft Instructor with British Gas based at a small training centre in the
Kent countryside at West Malling. The engineering in British Gas was definitely not
the same as at Blaw Knox, I spent my time showing adult trainees how to dig holes
in the ground and how to lay pipes into houses and other properties. Then it
changed, I had shown an interest in computers, Main Frames not Personal
Computers. I was invited to join a team based in Croydon who were tasked to
introduce PCs to the Croydon HQ staff. The first sessions were the use of spread-
sheets, we trained groups of 10 over a two day course, then sent them back to their
offices. We trained over 300 staff in the first year. I then moved on to advanced
spreadsheets and word-processing.

After that little bit of notoriety I was seconded to British Gas London Computing
Centre in Fulham where I spent my days evaluating software and making
recommendations with regards the uses within British Gas. This led to a promotion
and the position of Senior Consultant at British Gas Staines. This was a support and
training role which I enjoyed for several years. At the age of 48 and still working for
British Gas, I and many others were asked if we wanted to take voluntary
redundancy.
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The package was a very good one which I grabbed with both hands, set up my own
company and went back to British Gas as a freelance consultant. I started drawing
my BG Pension at the age of 50, lovely jubbly. Over time the work with British Gas
dried up but I did manage to get a one month contract with a new company called
Hot Property, part of Loot magazine, as a Project Manager. The contract was
extended a couple of times and then I was offered a permanent position as IT
Coordinator. Each day I had to commute from Dorking, where we now lived, all the
way to Kilburn in North London, a pig of a journey. The new office block overlooked
Paddington Cemetery and each day we would witness the internment of one or two
locals. It was interesting to see. If the deceased was white it was in the hole and
lets all go home, if the deceased was black there were choirs, bands, singing and
dancing for at least a couple of hours, what a way to go. After three years of hard
work the most grateful MD made me redundant.

It wasn’t the best time to be made redundant as jobs were rather thin on the ground.
I spent the next 9 months applying for positions, I did stem the boredom with a part
time van driving job but that did little to bring in the pennies. Then I got a place in a
local secondary school in the position of IT Technician. IT jobs can be on many
levels, this one was supporting the staff and the infrastructure, providing a bit of
staff training, and I also ran evening classes for local pensioners via the University of
the Third Age in both IT and Woodwork. My final position was similar but in a 6th
Form College in Godalming, Surrey. I started a MIS (Management Information
Systems) Officer, number crunching and reports, and ended up as IT Support Office,
a role I really enjoyed. I retired in the middle of July 2012.

As you can see I have never been a major player, I much prefer to provide help and
support for those who want to be that player. That’s not to say I haven’t had
dreams and ambitions, most of which I think I have achieved. Basically I have lived
my life using one maxim, never take out more than you are prepared to put in. Well
that’s it, it is my 66th birthday on the 15th January that’s 50 years from the first line
of this piece, doesn’t time fly when you’re having fun.

Finally a short note for messr’s Cottle and Collins, I seem to remember that later on
at Halton we got into the motor car in quite a big way, I now drive a rather large
Mercedes Coupe and a rather small Smart car, and I am now looking for an Austin 7
of about 1933 to help me through my retirement. Things don’t change do they?
peterjbolton@virginmedia.com

Note from Editor
Since receiving this article Peter has bought an Austin 7, but I couldn’t convince him of the merit of driving it to the
reunion. Unfortunately Mac Cottle has passed away, but I am sure Peter and Paul Collins caught up at the reunion.

Committee Members:
Les Shardlow, Les Garden, Chris Wales, Barry Neal, Dave Post
Ken Bannister, Malcolm Watts, Mick Woodhouse, Brian Lee.
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A friend sent this reference to the editor
http://rafforum.activeboard.com

it looks interesting who knows you could be on there

STOP PRESS
We have all read recently of the devastation wrought by the Typhoons in
the Philipines, here are some pictures of what has happened to Dick
Horton. He recently completed his new family home and was looking
forward to enjoying it, I am sure all our hearts go out to him, Gina and
their son Mark at this time of their lives, and I am sure the spirit of
Halton will come through and we will see another beautiful home on the
same spot soon. BGL

The next Issue of the 103 Newsletter will be during July 2014
Deadline for contributions is 1st June 2014

Contributions, mail or abuse about the Newsletter to
The Editor
Brian Lee

Omaha House
London Road
Ipswich
IP2 0SS

Or e-mail: steam707@hotmail.com

Entry website

http://www.103rd entry.org.uk/

http://rafforum.activeboard.com/

